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Abstract—Pervasive computing services exploit information
about the physical world both to adapt their own behavior in a
context-aware way and to deliver to users enhanced means of in-
teraction with their surrounding environment. The technology to
acquire digital information about the physical world is becoming
more available, making services at risk of being overwhelmed by
such growing amounts of data. This calls for novel approaches to
represent and automatically organize, aggregate, and prune such
data before delivering them to services. In particular, individual
data items should form a sort of self-organized ecology in which,
by linking and combining with each other into sorts of “knowledge
networks” (KNs), they are able to provide compact and easy-
to-be-managed higher level knowledge about situations occurring
in the environment. In this context, the contribution of this paper
is twofold. First, with the help of a simple case study, we motivate
the need to evolve from models of “context awareness” toward
models of “situation awareness” via proper self-organized “KN”
tools, and we introduce a general reference architecture for KNs.
Second, we describe the design and implementation of a KN toolkit
that we have developed, and we exemplify and evaluate algorithms
for knowledge self-organization integrated within it. Open issues
and future research directions are also discussed.
Index Terms—Context awareness, knowledge networks (KNs),
pervasive computing, self-organization.
I. INTRODUCTION
P ERVASIVE computing researchers envision a future worldin which computing and sensing devices will be embedded
everywhere and will be able to produce digital information
about almost every event occurring in the physical world [12],
[44]. Such information can then be exploited at the user level
to deliver services for better perceiving/interacting with the
physical world [27], as well as to improve the capability of
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dynamically and autonomously adapting services to the context
in which they are invoked.
Paving the way for the full realization of the pervasive
computing vision requires the following: 1) technologies to
capture digital contextual information and 2) services being
able to meaningfully access this information.
With regard to the former point, the road is already being
paved. In the past few years, we have witnessed an increasing
deployment of sensors [19], Radio Frequency IDentification
(RFID) tags [41], [45], location systems [6], [24], and auto-
matic user profilers [8] that, together with the possibility of
accessing from the Web a large variety of data items and facts
about the world [12], will soon form the basis of a globally
shared and distributed infrastructure for the use of general-
purpose pervasive services.
With regard to the second point, there is still a need to in-
vestigate principles and algorithms to organize, aggregate, and
enrich this growing amount of distributed information to make
it more meaningful and, consequently, more understandable
[4]. In particular, we believe that there must be the following
evolution:
1) from a model of context awareness [17], [37] in which
the focus is to provide services with simple inter-
faces to access heterogeneous context providers, leav-
ing to them the burden of understanding the retrieved
information;
2) toward a model of situation awareness in which a middle
layer is in charge of organizing sparse pieces of informa-
tion in order to provide services with a predigested and
more comprehensive higher level knowledge related to a
“situation” of interest.
Our vision considers a world of networked knowledge that is
made available via the concept of knowledge networks (KNs).
We envision realizing the idea of a “self-organized data ecosys-
tem” by defining proper models and tools to represent, analyze,
self-organize, and self-aggregate contextual information, so
as to form structured and meaningful collections of related
knowledge items [44]. Thus, KNs may support services by
allowing them to reach, with reduced efforts, a comprehensive
understanding of “situations” and, consequently, to accomplish
a higher degree of adaptability and autonomicity. In this con-
text, the key contributions of this paper are the following:
1) to motivate the need to evolve from models of “context
awareness” toward models of “situation awareness” via
proper self-organized “KN” tools and to introduce a
general reference architecture for KNs;
1083-4427/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE
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2) to describe the design and implementation of a KN toolkit
that we have developed, to exemplify algorithms for self-
organization integrated in the toolkit, and to evaluate their
effectiveness.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II motivates the need for pervasive services to bridge
the gap between context and situation awareness and introduces
a case study to clarify the concept. Section III introduces the key
concepts of KNs and sketches a reference architecture for them.
Section IV describes the current prototype implementation
of the KN toolkit that has been implemented in the context
of the European Project “CASCADAS.” Section V presents
some representative knowledge aggregation and knowledge
management algorithms currently integrated in the KN toolkit.
Section VI presents experiments and performance measures to
evaluate the KN architecture and its algorithms. Section VII
discusses related works. Section VIII outlines open issues
and future research directions. The conclusions is drawn in
Section IX.
II. FROM CONTEXT TO SITUATION AWARENESS
A. Motivation
According to most assessed user-centric definitions [10],
[17], “context is any information that can be used to charac-
terize the situation of an entity” (i.e., a service or a software
component) and that can be considered relevant in improving
the interaction between such an entity and its users.
Further, software-centric viewpoints focusing on context
awareness as a means for services to improve quality and
reliability via autonomicity and adaptability have emerged [16],
[18], [43].
Despite committing to the aforementioned definition, tech-
nological advances are creating a notable gap between
“context is any information” and “that can be used to char-
acterize the situation of an entity. That is, acquiring contex-
tual information does not necessarily imply the capability of
understanding situations, particularly in the presence of an
overwhelming amount of data and a lack of relations between
them.
The imminent availability of pervasive technologies such as
sensor networks [13], [19], RFID tags [41], [45], localization
tools [6], [24], and smart grids [11] will soon make pervasively
available an incredible amount of real-time information about
the physical world, its processes, and its objects. Furthermore,
the widespread success of participatory Web 2.0 tools is enrich-
ing the Web with information of any kind. In particular, tools
such as Google Earth get continuously enriched by geo-located
and localized contextual information coming from very diverse
social communities and relate to a variety of facts and events
situated in the real world [12].
Overall, the aforementioned trends are increasing the amount
of contextual information that can be exploited by pervasive
services in order to achieve a higher degree of contextual aware-
ness. However, the fruitful exploitation of the aforementioned
information calls for the following:
1) notable communication efforts to retrieve, from a variety
of diverse devices (and possibly from remote sources), all
needed information;
2) notable computation efforts to analyze available infor-
mation, with the goal of making it more meaningful
(i.e., associated to situations) and ultimately machine
understandable.
B. Case Study
To ground the discussion, let us consider the scenario of
a modern exhibition center, like a big museum or a stadium.
In this kind of scenario, it is realistic to assume the presence
of a pervasive infrastructure of embedded devices such as
sensors of various types, several WiFi access points, RFID tags,
and location systems such as GPS devices. In fact, exhibition
centers may afford the costs of deploying such infrastructures
if this allows them to provide better services that consequently
may attract a higher number of visitors and generate higher
revenues. Furthermore, the same type of infrastructure may be
used to increase security and to provide pervasive safety and
communication mechanisms.
As a specific example of a service that can be attractive
to visitors and that can also attract revenue, we consider the
presence of a number of advertising screens that can be used
to display to visitors information about the exhibition itself as
well as commercials. Today, such advertising screens display
generic information using a simple method that is independent
from the situation they operate in (i.e., independent of who
is actually in the proximity of that screen). Instead, a “smart”
service can decide what information to display on the basis
of the available contextual information (e.g., capturing user
profiles by accessing Bluetooth-enabled PDAs owned by users
or by reading RFID tags worn by them). This would increase
the value of the displayed advertisement both for users and for
advertising companies.
The problem is that, in a large exhibition center with many
thousands of people and with a large number of devices that
produce contextual information, a single software component
on a screen would have to manage an incredible amount of
information to get a clue of what to do. Such information may
include the following: 1) thousands of possibly incomplete user
profiles that have to be synchronized with statistical informa-
tion available elsewhere or with some information extracted
from other sources; 2) a multitude of sensorial data detailing
what users are currently doing; and 3) historical data detailing
what they have done in the past to be possibly used for under-
standing what they will do in the future. Also, the components
on dispersed screens may have to coordinate their actions to, for
example, limit the amount of commercials of a given company
to show.
In summary, the case study outlines the potential for the
emergence of the following paradox: the large amount of
available information, instead of being able to provide useful
information, can make services unable to act properly. That
is, being able to access contextual information does not imply
awareness.
III. KN APPROACH
To make contextual information meaningful and useful, some
tools must be made available to pervasive services that can
properly correlate and predigest contextual information so as to
provide them with a higher level understanding of surrounding
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Fig. 1. KN approach.
situations, without forcing them to access and manage large
amounts of data internally.
A. KNs as Self-Organizing Data Ecologies
To avoid pervasive services to access and digest large
amounts of data directly, a sort of “middle layer” must be placed
in between the data sources and the services. Such a middle
layer will be in charge of collecting data items, analyzing them,
and building a compact higher level view of the context.
With reference to the case study, such a layer could facilitate
the aggregation of user profiles, possibly merging them with
sensorial information, in order to provide situation-specific
knowledge to services and to enable them to immediately act on
this knowledge. For instance, one can think of aggregating in-
dividual data items describing users with similar interests. This
can define a new, higher level, and aggregated data item even-
tually representing, in a compact way, the overall situation of
users near a screen, e.g., “there are 70% of women who are in-
terested in modern art” or “80% of visitors are approaching the
cafeteria.” By correlating such information with other sources
(i.e., ambient sensors), one can easily infer, for example, that
“80% of visitors are approaching the cafeteria AND it is very
warm and humid.” In the case study, having the possibility of
accessing information of this kind can be very useful in quickly
deciding what advertisement to show on a screen.
Clearly, to be effective in pervasive scenarios, the envisioned
middle layer has to rely on a distributed and lightweight archi-
tecture and must strongly exploit self-organization. In particular,
data organization, aggregation, and generation of higher level
data items must occur in an adaptive way and without requiring
human intervention. That is, the envisioned middle layer
defines a distributed “ecosystem” populated with data items that
autonomously interact, aggregate, and self-establish networks
of relations with each other to generate higher level knowledge.
Our idea of KNs is fully in line with the aforementioned per-
spective(seeFig.1).KNsareakindof lightweight“middle layer”
concept in which atomic units of knowledge are automatically
processed, combined into high-level concepts, and eventually
made available to services via a dedicated querying interface.
A possible criticism of the proposed KN approach is that
it does not eradicate the problem of analyzing large amounts
of information but simply passes it to a different component
at the KN level. Although this may be true to some extent,
one should consider the following: 1) The approach promotes
a clear separation of concerns that—as always in software
engineering—can notably reduce the complexity of developing
and maintaining services, and 2) in a distributed setting, KNs
can take care of knowledge management duties that would
have been otherwise replicated inside each service. The latter
point, in particular, has the potential to optimize the process of
managing knowledge in a distributed environment.
B. Reference Architecture for KNs
It is important to define a reference architecture from which
to implement our idea. Let us start with the assumption that
there are various kinds of “sensors” (whether physical, soft-
ware, or social Web 2.0 sensors) generating large amounts of
(mostly) independent atomic units of contextual information
(see Fig. 1). We can call these as “knowledge atoms.” The KN
approach considers exploiting self-organization approaches to
aggregate/correlate/prune such knowledge atoms to facilitate
their exploitation by services.
When considering that even relatively small network scenar-
ios can generate enormous amounts of knowledge, it is neces-
sary that KNs can provide different levels of abstraction as well
as flexible means of correlating and managing knowledge. Fur-
thermore, different kinds of services may have different needs
in terms of type, scope, and format of knowledge required.
Accordingly, one has to consider the possibility of a multi-
plicity of KNs to coexist within a distributed knowledge space
where each network is limited by clearly defined knowledge
boundaries in order to serve application-specific and/or service-
specific goals. Although the context is the same for all situations
(and thus the basic contextual information is the same), the way
in which this has to be perceived and elaborated by services
may depend on the specific type of service that one wants to
deploy. For instance, in the case study, a service that is used
to display commercials may be more interested in the gender
distribution in order to decide whether to advertise ties or
perfumes, while a service that is used to display information
about cultural events may be more interested in the education
distribution in order to decide whether to inform about a poetry
lecture or about an on-going comedy show.
Obviously, it is not possible to identify all possible dimen-
sions in which knowledge may be organized. However, it is
feasible to identify a given subset that is useful for various
applications. This includes the following.
1) Semantic dimension, in which knowledge atoms that are
related to a situation relate to each other according to
the concepts that are available or inferred from e.g., a
shared ontology. This can be the case for knowledge that
facilitates and supports spontaneous interoperability in
pervasive and service-orientated computing or for knowl-
edge related to inferring users’ activities from a variety of
heterogeneous sensorial information.
2) Spatial dimension, in which knowledge atoms that are
related to a local fact can network to knowledge atoms
at different locations (or distribute/replicate themselves in
different locations). This can be of use to express, for ex-
ample, distributed situations, in which spatiality actually
refers to physical spatiality, and which can be of great use
for pervasive services. Also, we could conceive any class
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Fig. 2. Conceptual reference architecture for KNs.
of spatially distributed P2P structures to distribute knowl-
edge across a network and to facilitate access to knowl-
edge (as in the case of, for example, knowledge brokers).
3) Temporal dimension, in which knowledge atoms express
facts which have occurred (or are about to occur) at differ-
ent times. This can be the case for elaborating knowledge
for predictive purposes: starting from a situation at a
given moment in time and then analyzing and extracting
new knowledge in the form of a KN expressing the most
likely future situation.
These considerations are summarized into the conceptual
reference architecture for KNs, which is shown in Fig. 2.
The figure also shows that KNs can also be organized around
additional application-specific dimensions.
C. KN Roadmap
The deployment and integration of KNs into pervasive appli-
cations will be necessarily an incremental process.
In the short-term, KNs can be integrated with existing
(legacy) systems by using wrapper and proxy components.
On the one hand, KN components can wrap existing context
providers, allowing them to integrate into the KNs. On the
other hand, it is simple to write proxy components to access
KN services from other applications. KN components of our
prototype implementation are already provided with flexible
application programming interface (API) that can be invoked
by proxy components.
In the long-term, KNs can penetrate systems to provide
semantically rich high-level context information to pervasive
application at all levels in a nonlayered way. Indeed, pervasive
and autonomic applications will need context information at all
levels of the ISO-OSI stack (from low-level data that are useful
for packet routing in the network to high-level information
describing the user profile for contextualized advertisement) to
properly tune their behavior.
To fulfill the KN goals both in the short and long terms, self-
organization is a fundamental property that must be included
within the core of the KN architecture. The self-organizing
mechanisms that are embedded in KNs will gradually evolve to
be able to deal with the ever-increasing number of information
sources spanned by the KNs. In order to manage and extract
expressive information from large amount of context data in an
effective way, several mechanisms are required. In particular, in
order to comply with the decentralized nature of pervasive com-
puting devices, the KN framework makes use of (bio-inspired)
self-organizing and peer-to-peer approaches. Self-organization
is endorsed in KNs both from a programming point of view
(the architecture of the KNs facilitates the implementation of
self-organizing mechanisms) and from an algorithmic point of
view (some mechanisms at the basis of spatial self-organization
make use of peer-to-peer protocols to aggregate distributed
data).
IV. KN TOOLKIT
In this section, we present the key features of the prototype
KN toolkit that we have implemented within the CASCADAS
project. To this end, we introduce the basic development toolkit
upon which all the implementation relies, the key classes of
components actually comprising the KN toolkit, and its over-
all architecture and functioning. The specific algorithms for
knowledge management currently integrated in the toolkit are
described later on in Section V.
A. Autonomic Communication Elements
The CASCADAS project (www.cascadas-project.org) aims
at defining a general-purpose component-based paradigm for
autonomic and situation-aware services for next-generation
network infrastructures and for pervasive computing scenarios.
One of the goals of CASCADAS is to show that even middle-
layer services, as KNs are, can be implemented by making use
of the same paradigm.
The key concept at the root of CASCADAS is the Auto-
nomic Communication Element (ACE), intended as a unify-
ing software engineering abstraction for the development of
component-based distributed services. The ACE model has
been implemented in a toolkit released by the CASCADAS
consortium, and it is available as an open source.1 The ACE
model takes inspiration and leverages from existing autonomic
component-models and adaptive agent-based models with fea-
tures conceived to facilitate the design and development of
complex, self-adaptive, and self-organizing network services
running on a wide range of heterogeneous devices [5], [15],
[32]. In particular, the following is true about ACE.
1) ACEs are able to run both on high-end computers as well
as on tiny devices like sensors, due to their light and
modular internal structure. Moreover, ACEs will eventu-
ally be able to relocate themselves dynamically to differ-
ent devices at run time by making use of mobile code
techniques.
2) The internal functioning of ACEs relies on specific be-
haviors (i.e., roughly speaking, goal-oriented functions)
that can be associated with individual ACEs or ACE
classes and on an internal control loop that can en-
able self-monitoring and self-adaptation. Specifically, the
1http://sourceforge.net/projects/acetoolkit
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service is comodeled by a plan providing an explicit
and machine-processable representation of the actions the
ACE will undertake (more concretely, this is an XML file
encoding a finite-state automaton with the actions to be
performed) and by a set of functionalities that can be
dynamically invoked while the ACE executes its plan.
The benefits of this separation are numerous: 1) Plan
generation or modification is possible without intervening
at the code level, but only writing the plan representation.
2) The plan can be supervised since it describes the opera-
tions to be performed from a high-level point of view (as a
finite-state automaton). 3) Code (functionalities) is struc-
tured by means of plug-and-play individual activities.
3) The ACE components are provided with two commu-
nication mechanisms. The first is a distributed publish-
subscribe mechanism to advertise and look for services
offered by other ACEs using semantic descriptions [20].
This is called the goal needed/goal achievable (GN/GA)
protocol in which ACEs publish the goals they can
achieve and look for goals they need for their task. The
suitability of this kind of service discovery protocols is
widely recognized in several pervasive and autonomic
computing approaches [5], [15], [20]. The second is a
direct message-passing mechanism, allowing for flexible
contracting service usage. This mechanism supports bi-
lateral and multilateral communication along previously
defined connection partners and allows various properties
to be implemented, such as encryption or fixed-number-
of-participants constraint [25].
The combined use of all of the aforementioned mechanisms
allows ACEs to dynamically and adaptively connect with each
other to provide advanced autonomic services. This character-
istic is intended to fulfill the self-organization scientific aspect
described in the introduction. Using the discovery mechanism,
ACEs can find interaction partners in open and dynamic envi-
ronments where both the other ACEs nearby are unknown and
they come and go at any time. Using the contracting mecha-
nism, ACEs can autonomously organize with other ACEs into
contract chains to create advanced and complex services. These
design principles work together to support the development of
autonomic communication services.
ACEs do not explicitly support context awareness. Simply, in
line with the overall CASCADAS vision (for which ACEs can
be used to provide both user-level services as well as middle-
layer services), it is assumed that access to contextual informa-
tion can be provided by systems of specific middle-layer ACEs,
to be contacted by application-level ACEs on demand. In other
words, this implies that KNs can be implemented by ACEs
and dynamically accessed by other ACEs that need access to
properly organized contextual information. The adoption of
ACEs has enabled us to develop a complex and faceted KN
toolkit by focusing on architectural and algorithmic issues only.
In particular, we exploited ACE features to do the following.
1) Deal with a broad range of data sources. KN components,
based on the ACE model, can be deployed on a number
of heterogeneous platforms.
2) Deal with the unreliable data sources. KN components
can flexibly self-configure their behavior (e.g., modify the
sampling rate in a sensor) by acting on their self model at
run time.
3) Have the various components of the toolkit properly
discover and interact with each other: the ACE GN/GA
discovery mechanisms support KN components, discov-
ering each other in a flexible decentralized way.
However, it is important to emphasize that implementing
KNs in terms of ACEs and making KNs available as an ACE-
based service is not the only possible choice. Indeed, the
key concepts upon which the KNs approach relies are mostly
technology independent and could be developed on the basis of
other component- or agent- based architectures expressing sim-
ilar autonomic features. For example, other component-based
architectures, such as Reconfigurable Ubiquitous Networked
Embedded Systems [15], or agent-based frameworks, such as
Java Agent DEvelopment Framework [5], could well serve the
KN purposes.
B. KN Basic Components
The implementation of the KN toolkit relies on two basic
classes of components, namely, knowledge atoms and knowl-
edge containers [4], realized in terms of two specific hierarchies
of ACE classes.
A knowledge atom represents the atomic unit of knowledge
and is typically connected to a data source. A knowledge atom
provides a uniform abstraction to access contextual information
that is independent of its type, size, or context. This is required
to provide a generic access to knowledge from within the KN as
well as from services and components that are outside, which
are independent from the specific characteristics of the data
source (e.g., a sensor, a tag, or a Web atom). In addition,
a knowledge atom incorporates relevant descriptions of the
knowledge/data associated with it, such as context, system, and
usage-based information, as well as any information relevant
to the creation and maintenance of the knowledge atom itself.
This makes each knowledge atom fully self-descriptive, and as
such, it provides information that is relevant for different orga-
nizational purposes as provided by the network. For instance,
in the case study, each of the user profiles would be represented
as individual knowledge atoms. Most importantly, knowledge
atoms can possibly link to each other to create clusters and
networks of related information.
A knowledge container, on the other hand, is a structure that
is capable of (virtually) encapsulating any number of knowl-
edge atoms as well as other knowledge containers, thus pro-
viding a single point of access to multiple knowledge sources.
The underlying concept of a knowledge container is similar
to that of knowledge atoms (i.e., it encapsulates and makes
available contextual information). However, the key point is
that knowledge containers can “organize” knowledge by mak-
ing it possible to enforce and reify structural and behavioral
relations between knowledge atoms and between other knowl-
edge containers in order to access such structured knowledge
as if it were atomic information. Also, other than organizing
knowledge, they can encapsulate algorithms and methods to
manipulate knowledge, e.g., for analyzing, aggregating, prun-
ing, or transforming it. As a simple example, in the case study,
a knowledge container could provide the “average profile” of
visitors in one of the exhibition rooms by encapsulating the
(possibly large number of) atomic profiles that are required
to compose a comprehensive profile. As another example, one
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Fig. 3. Architecture of the KN toolkit.
can think of a knowledge container that, by analyzing the past
and present information related to users, is able to predict and
provide to services an estimation of the future position of a user.
In general, different configurations of knowledge atoms and
containers enable services to organize and access contextual
information according to specific application-dependent views.
C. KN Toolkit Architecture
The overall architecture of the implemented ACE-based KN
toolkit is shown in Fig. 3. At the lowest level, the toolkit
considers the presence of a number of ACEs, implementing the
concept of knowledge atoms (KA, for short, in the figure) for
specific data sources. The knowledge atom classes that we have
implemented so far include the following: atoms for connecting
to GPS devices and to CrossBow Micaz sensors, atoms for
accessing system properties in computational devices, atoms
for accessing Web information, and generic knowledge atoms
for hosting static (preloaded) and historical information. Also,
we emphasize that any application-level service realized via an
ACE can, by simply implementing a generic knowledge atom
interface, publish information/knowledge into the scope of the
KN and thus become a part of the population of knowledge
atoms, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 3.
For some kinds of data sources, either too resource con-
strained or too dynamic and volatile (e.g., RFID tags), it is
unreasonable to allocate a dedicated knowledge atom to each
of them. In these cases, a special kind of knowledge atom
acting as an “atom repository” can be instantiated to provide,
via a single component, access to a multitude of knowledge
atoms. For instance, with regard to the case study, if the user
profiles are stored in RFID tags and captured by one RFID
reader (rather than being associated to a knowledge atom on
the users’ PDA), it is possible to think of accessing individual
profiles via a single atom repository associated to the RFID
reader rather than allocating a knowledge atom for each of the
captured profiles/tags.
At the middle level, we can find a number of knowledge
container components that are used to organize, analyze, and
manipulate the data provided by knowledge atoms, so as to
actually reify the concept of KNs. The KN toolkit does not pre-
scribe what knowledge containers should be instantiated at this
level nor does it limit the number or type of components that can
be there. Depending on the needs of specific applications, new
knowledge containers can be defined and allocated at run time
to provide specific knowledge management functionalities, spe-
cific aggregation functions, and specific knowledge views. For
instance, with reference to the case study, a knowledge con-
tainer may be instantiated to collect all RFID knowledge atoms
related to user profiles and, then, to produce an average profile.
All knowledge container components, which are the same as
knowledge atoms, commit to provide a specific interface, cen-
tered around a simple “getValue” operation, with respect to the
access to the contained information by application-level ACEs
and by other containers. This does not prevent them from mak-
ing available richer means of accessing and querying knowl-
edge (e.g., some of the knowledge containers that we have
implemented provide “à la Linda” [1] access to the information).
As of now, we have already implemented a number of classes
for knowledge containers to test with a variety of knowledge
organization algorithms/models. These include basic containers
applying simple functions (e.g., average, maximum, and mini-
mum) to an ensemble of knowledge atoms (as it can be the case
for the user profiles in the case study). Moreover, these also
include algorithms that are used to facilitate advanced models
of semantic knowledge organization and of spatial knowledge
aggregation, as well as advanced models for knowledge con-
sistency verification. Some of these algorithms are described in
more detail in Section V.
It is also worth noticing that, although the architecture is
presented as a layered one, from the conceptual viewpoint, such
layering does not exist. Instead, the various ACEs that compose
the toolkit, apart from being of different classes, are peers with
each other, and only the dynamic patterns of interactions that
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are established among them can eventually lead to some sort
of structured (e.g., layered) organization. In particular, we can
identify the following two main interaction patterns that will
structure the KNs.
1) Links between knowledge atoms and knowledge con-
tainers. Knowledge containers will link to a number of
atoms creating hierarchical relationship among concepts.
Self-organizing mechanisms to create these links will be
described in Section V-A.
2) Links between knowledge atoms. These links allow us
to organize and represent relationships among atoms and
possibly instantiate knowledge containers. We used them
in Section V-B to spatially self-organize distributed infor-
mation atoms.
KN components can execute in distributed environments. For
example, knowledge atoms can be deployed to the data sources
(e.g., PDAs or sensors), while knowledge containers can be
deployed to other nodes of the network. In our case study,
a knowledge container devoted to user profile aggregation is
executed on the advertisement screen, while another knowledge
container dealing with security monitoring is executed on the
central server of the security office.
V. KN ALGORITHMS
In this section, we illustrate some of the algorithms for
knowledge management and analysis that have been integrated
within the KN toolkit. We recall that the current architecture
of the toolkit enables the integration, even at run time, of
new components to deal with specific knowledge management
issues and/or to build specific knowledge views.
A. Semantic Self-Organization
Semantic knowledge self-organization plays a key role in
KNs. In fact, it is able to foster the universal use and exchange
of data, information, and knowledge at various levels of detail.
As pointed out previously, the input layer for KNs is rep-
resented via the concept of knowledge atoms, which provides
access to the knowledge source itself and is enriched with infor-
mation describing the semantics of the knowledge represented.
For most knowledge sources, static concepts can be specified
upon deployment. In some cases, however, provided descrip-
tions may be validated, enriched, or even gathered dynamically
to accommodate for nonstatic information. Typically, such se-
mantics can be specified via simple keywords, or alternatively,
they could be described in Resource Description Framework,
which has already been established as a standard data model
for the description of resources.
In relation to the case study introduced earlier, an example
description of semantic keywords is shown in Fig. 4, which
could provide a generic and anonymous profile of individual
shoppers. In turn, the KNs can utilize such profiles to gener-
ate different views about the population nearby advertisement
screens. For example, the keywords shown in Fig. 4 reflect
a simple shopping profile of a middle-aged woman that is
interested in hats, handbags, and perfumes. Notable here is
that a descriptive information may include various keywords
as well as the relations with each other. This provides relevant
information in constructing individual ontologies in a bottom-
up fashion. Furthermore, a similar model may also be used to
Fig. 4. Example of a semantic description.
reflect more active semantic information, e.g., GPS data that
reflect the current position of the “knowledge” item. Such data
may either be utilized directly or translated into more mean-
ingful semantic concepts, such as addresses or proximity state-
ments (e.g., within 50 m of the advertisement screen or nearby
Times Square, etc.). Thus, the semantic information may be
categorized, first, to be of either static or dynamic nature and,
second, to be of either lower or higher contextual value. Once
registered within the network, the objective of the semantic self-
organization algorithm is to analyze the descriptive part of each
knowledge atom by synchronizing this into a global, distrib-
uted hierarchical, or network-like structure where knowledge
sources are clustered based on the semantics they support. This
organization is, from a structural point of view, facilitated via
knowledge containers, which reference to other knowledge con-
tainers as well as knowledge atoms. The top-level knowledge
container does represent a distinct KN. Atoms will be registered
to the containers they support, thus forming individual clusters
based on the semantic description provided by their sources.
In addition, links between containers are formed to provide the
hierarchical or network-like structure that links individual con-
cepts, providing different granular levels on which knowledge
can be further organized, processed, or queried.
In the current implementation, a simple, yet effective, self-
organizing algorithm deals with the insertion and clustering of
knowledge atoms into the KNs. As shown in Fig. 4, knowledge
atoms are provided with a set of keywords describing the
information they contain. Similarly, knowledge containers are
described with a similar set of keywords indicating the kind of
information they can contain. Once a context provider creates
a new knowledge atom describing some kind of context infor-
mation, a reference to the knowledge atom is sent to the main
KN infrastructure. The KN distributed infrastructure performs
a pattern-matching process to link the new knowledge atom
to the existing knowledge container on the basis of keyword
matching. On this basis, the overall structure of the KNs—that
is based on how knowledge atoms and knowledge containers
link to each other—self-organizes as a result of the pattern-
matching process. Another important self-organizing aspect
in our framework is that the infrastructure can autonomously
create knowledge containers to organize a set of knowledge
atoms. Once the number of knowledge atoms with any keyword
exceeds a given threshold, a knowledge container with that
keyword is automatically created by the infrastructure, and
the knowledge atoms with that keyword are linked to that
container. This is another aspect of self-organization: The KNs
dynamically change its structure on the basis of the information
knowledge atom being produced.
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Fig. 5. KN ontology.
The structure derived from the example of Fig. 4 is shown
in Fig. 5. Three individual ontologies (not counting “shopping
profile”) have been constructed. Each of them reflects an in-
dividual concept and is represented by a knowledge container
(note that the “location” ontology can be relevant for spatial
organization, as discussed in the next section). If strictly hier-
archical, the resulting construct is comparable to an ontology,
which, in the case of KNs, is always shared among the entire
network. No part of any given construct is created or used only
for a single object (i.e., atom or container), but it shared among
all available objects that are within the same organizational
space. Although bottom-up construction maximizes flexibility
and avoids the need of defining overarching ontologies, it limits
the interoperability among pervasive services connected to dif-
ferent KNs. This is a general problem at the core of the semantic
Web community: While lightweight bottom-up ontologies are
flexible and easy to use, system-wide ontologies enable more
comprehensive interoperability. Unfortunately, it is often diffi-
cult to find the proper tradeoff between these two extremes [29].
B. Spatial Self-Organization
From the spatial self-organization point of view, we are
studying algorithms to enable the correlation and aggregation of
distributed spatial data. Moreover, in detail, we have explored
the possibility of extracting high-level and compact knowledge
about the structure of an environment as sensed by a sensor
network [7]. In the following example, knowledge atoms self-
organize themselves in order to obtain a simplified view of the
environment. The basic idea is to have knowledge atoms exe-
cuting a distributed gossip-based algorithm. They periodically
exchange data with neighboring atoms. A logical link between
two neighbors is re-enforced if the environmental characteris-
tics are similar and weakened otherwise. When the status of
the links reaches a sufficient degree of stability, the network
of knowledge atoms is able to self-organize itself into a set of
distinct partitions (i.e., macro sensors), each corresponding to
a region of the environment characterized by a specific sensing
pattern (see Fig. 6).
Then, a set of knowledge containers is instantiated in order
to represent the network as if it was composed of several macro
sensors. In this way, the possibly large amount of sensor data
generated by the network cannot be necessarily perceived as
a combination of unrelated information. Instead, the algorithm
makes it possible to perceive the sensor network as if it was
made up of a more limited number of “macro sensors,” each as-
sociated to a well-characterized region of the physical environ-
Fig. 6. (Left) Four recognizable regions of an environment, as identified
by a specific property, and a network of knowledge atoms immersed on it.
(Right) Knowledge atoms spatially self-organize into four virtual overlays, re-
flecting the environment. Each region is then represented by a single knowledge
container acting as a sort of macro sensor for that region.
ment. To some extent, the algorithm provides for the automatic
construction of the KNs of specific spatial views by aggregating
data to represent the overall “situation” of a region of the
environment. This can facilitate usage by services. Moreover,
it is worth emphasizing that every container (as a macro sensor)
could provide application-specific aggregation functions in its
region. In this way, the KN is not only a way to perceive the
environment in a simplified fashion, but it can also act as a
computing layer that is able to produce the derived knowledge.
In the case study, one could think of realizing a similar aggre-
gation algorithm that first partitions the cloud of all user profiles
into clusters of users that are characterized by similar interests
and then averages data over each cluster. Since the distributed
information of the various user profiles is clustered together,
this can be a simple example of spatial self-organization. This
can enable services to get a synthetic clue of what the overall
preferences of users are and to reach a quick decision on what
advertisement to show on a screen. Also, due to the fact that
KNs can be realized both in a fully distributed fashion (sensor
networks) and in a centralized solution (Web-based repository),
services can dynamically decide how to access the information.
From a complementary perspective, we are also studying
how location information about users (e.g., as provided by GPS
devices) can be organized so as to infer spatial relationships
among users and services/resources. For example, we can easily
infer how close a user is to a given resource (e.g., a restaurant).
Such kind of information may be useful in several applications.
For instance, if a person enters a supermarket, one may want
to observe her movements in order to provide specific services,
such as person-centric advertisement, seasonal offers, etc. To
realize such services, once a person has entered a shopping
mall, the person’s profile could be registered with a dedicated
knowledge container that employs a different and more specific
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means of organization. For example, such a container could
analyze the specific location of the person within the shopping
mall, identifying if the person is close to an advertisement
screen or if she is entering a specific shop. Other forms of
organization could rely on evaluating the surroundings of the
person’s location, on creating a virtual orb around the person’s
position, and on querying other sources if they are within this
orb or not. Theoretically, due to the fact that KNs can be
strongly distributed among several computational resources,
there are unlimited possibilities about how such knowledge
sources can be organized and related with each other.
C. Context Verification
For systems managing large amounts of data, reliability
is determinant. Inducing incorrect data into a self-organizing
structure like a KN leads to error propagation. Although not all
errors can be prevented within KNs, algorithms that are used
to recognize a faulty information are needed. We developed a
context verification mechanism and integrated it into the KN
toolkit.
By context verification, we refer to a process that examines
contextual information and decides, based on historical data,
whether this information is valid or suspicious. To classify
contextual information, context groups are built by pooling
together sets of semantically interrelated sensors. Each set of
sensor values at one point in time and within one context group
is called a context pattern. For example, the readings of all the
temperature sensors in a particular building at a given time may
represent a context pattern. A context verifier is associated with
one or more context patterns. Different context verifiers can
coexist within one or more KNs.
Our context verification method is based on statistics. De-
pending on the frequency that a given pattern has been observed
within a body of the historical data, the verifier classifies it
as valid or suspicious. A parameter called validity threshold,
which is a lower bound for a pattern’s occurrence probability
within a reference data set, is used for that classification. If a
reading is far from the context pattern (i.e., its probability is be-
low the validity threshold), the system can mark it as suspicious.
We also developed a measure, called data granularity level, for
numeric values. That measure represents the distance between
two neighboring values within the value range of a sensor (e.g.,
a data granularity level of one means that the values are rounded
off to the next whole number instead of using accurate real
numbers). We define as verification accuracy the percent of pat-
terns correctly classified. It depends on a variety of parameters
like the ratio between correct to erroneous patterns, number of
reference patterns, data granularity level, or validity threshold.
We have examined the influence of different parameters on the
verification accuracy within a set of experiments whose results
are presented in the next section.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We conducted a set of experiments to evaluate the KN
framework. Here, we present experiments related to some of
the main aspects of the KN approach, i.e., 1) results illustrating
performances of the implemented KN toolkit; 2) results analyz-
ing one of the self-organizing algorithms that we have in KNs;
and 3) results from the context verification mechanisms.
A. Infrastructure
We performed experiments to show the performance of the
presented toolkit. Specifically, we measured the response times
of the KNs under different conditions. We deployed several
atom repositories either local or connected through the Internet.
The remote repositories were installed in European research
facilities provided by members of the CASCADAS project. We
ran queries from different networks and monitored response
times of the networked KNs.
Fig. 7 (top) shows the response times obtained from local
KNs. In detail, we run queried several times all the knowledge
atoms in the local KNs, and we averaged the response times.
As expected, the results are fairly regular and predictable. Still,
some remarks can be made. Specifically, the linear increase in
response time highlights that the system’s performance does not
deteriorate dramatically at a certain scale. Furthermore, these
tests illustrate a boundary scenario in which all the knowledge
atoms are queried. However, under average conditions, only
a fraction of atoms are queried (i.e., those referenced by a
given knowledge container or knowledge view), allowing a
better performance. Finally, our current implementation has not
been optimized. For example, the adoption of dedicated indexes
would dramatically accelerate the query process.
Fig. 7 (bottom) shows a similar experiment in a distributed
setting. The experiment consisted of querying multiple distrib-
uted KNs connected over the Internet and measuring minimum
and maximum response times. Also, in this case, the reported
results refer to the worst case possible, where all the knowledge
atoms are queried. In contrast with the previous experiment,
these graphs show that the response time scales almost linearly
with the size of the KNs and that it can have large fluctuations
because of the component workload and network delays.
B. Spatial Self-Organization
To quantitatively evaluate one of our self-organizing mech-
anisms, we focused on the most fundamental spatial self-
organization algorithm. In particular, we conducted some
experiments both in a simulation environment using the KN
toolkit to verify the convergence and accuracy level of our
approach in large-scale scenarios and in a real sensor network
test bed. This example clearly shows how KNs could be ex-
ploited not only to manage relations between several knowledge
sources but also to handle to inherent dynamism in physical
systems. In particular, we used the algorithm to compute the
average value among the data collected by a sensor network in
a region. Knowledge atoms installed on sensors compute local
averages and propagate them across the network by gossiping.
This process leads iteratively to the computation of the average
in the region that will be made available by a knowledge
container [7].
In Fig. 8, we summarized the performance of the proposed
spatial self-organizing algorithm. In particular, we measured
the aggregated errors produced by the approach while parti-
tioning a network with different sizes and densities. Fig. 8 (top)
shows that the average error tends to decrease, increasing the
network density, because the number of interactions between
knowledge atoms increases as well. More interactions produce
a higher convergence speed. Also, the number of messages
being exchanged, and thus the communication costs, increases.
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Fig. 7. (Top) Minimum and maximum response times among several local KNs. (Bottom) Minimum and maximum response times among several KNs scattered
though Europe. UU—University of Ulster, U.K. BUTE—Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary. FOKUS—Fraunhofer Institute, Germany.
UNIMORE—University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Italy.
Fig. 8. (Top) Average error for different network densities. (Bottom) Average
error for different network sizes.
Fig. 8 (bottom) shows the scalability of the algorithm, vary-
ing the network size from 10 to 104 nodes. As expected,
the average error increases with the number of participating
nodes. This happens because the number of iterations needed
by the algorithm to converge increases with the number of
nodes. However, an almost linear (in the logarithmic domain)
trend guarantees good scalability and acceptable errors even if
applied on networks with thousands of nodes.
Finally, it has been observed that decreasing the sensor
sampling rate slowly degrades performances without altering
the overall behavior. These experiments show the effectiveness
of the self-organizing algorithm that we have implemented to
spatially correlate several distributed knowledge atoms.
C. Context Verification
Concerning context-verification, we have examined the influ-
ence of different parameters on the verification accuracy within
a set of experiments, in which we investigated the accuracy
of our technique depending on the validity threshold, the data
granularity level, and the size of context patterns.
Fig. 9 shows how the data granularity level and the validity
threshold influence the verification accuracy. It can be seen that,
depending on the granularity, there is a small range of threshold
values in which acceptable results can be achieved. The higher
the threshold is, the more often the pattern that is currently
under verification must be found, within the reference data. A
higher granularity leads to an increasing range within which the
validity threshold has to be in order to achieve an acceptable
verification accuracy.
Fig. 10 shows how accuracy is influenced by the size of
the context pattern. The validity threshold has been fixed at
0.025% through a set of empirical experiments showing optimal
results for this value. The number of sensors collecting the
context pattern ranged from three to seven. The results show
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Fig. 9. Verification accuracy over validity threshold using different data
granularity levels.
Fig. 10. Verification accuracy over the context pattern size.
that increasing the size of the context pattern increases (almost
linearly) the verification accuracy.
By utilizing historical data, as provided by KNs, the context
verification mechanism exploits the temporal dimension of
KNs. The more reference data are available, the better are the
verification results. Deciding how many previous patterns need
to be stored and which optimal temporal difference between
two patterns is an interesting aspect in optimizing the context
verification process.
Similarly, forming context groups out of semantically or
spatially related sensors could exploit the semantic and spatial
dimensions of KNs’ self-organization. This will be an interest-
ing point for future research.
VII. RELATED WORK
The KN approach is a synthesis based on several research
works. Specifically, relevant contributions come from the fol-
lowing: 1) works in the area of context awareness, providing
applications with a common interface to heterogeneous context
providers, and 2) works in the area of data mining, extracting
relevant patterns from contextual data.
A. Context Awareness
Early works in the area of context awareness (Schmidt et al.
[42] and Dey et al. [17]) concentrate on the issue of
acquiring context data from sensors and processing such data to
make it available to processes/services in the form of abstract
components. Such approaches have two main shortcomings:
On the one hand, they do not provide a uniform model and
common semantics to describe the data. This forces developers
to build new query languages and new components depending
on the information at hand. On the other hand, they address
neither the problem of extracting high-level situations from
raw sensor readings nor the problems of providing application-
specific views. The KN framework overcomes these limitations
via a single query interface and by embedding self-organizing
mechanisms to analyze data effectively and extract higher level
knowledge according to any needed view.
Several research works get inspiration from tuple space data
models [1] to represent contextual information in the form of
tuples and to access them via associative (i.e., pattern-matching
based) query operations. The basic idea is that associative
access, within a uniform interface, can facilitate semantic-based
access to a variety of knowledge sources, possibly enforcing
application-specific views. EgoSpaces [28] adopts this perspec-
tive to access contextual information according to user-specific
views. However, it does not commit to a specific predefined
structure for context tuple, which can make it difficult for
services to uniformly deal with different aspects of the context
represented in different formats. The Context Fabric model [26]
relies on well-structured context tuples, each describing a single
piece of context data in terms of entities (e.g., people, places,
and things) and attributes (e.g., the name). However, it does not
propose solutions for enforcing application-specific views. Re-
cent proposals focusing on sensor networks suggest exploiting
a tuple-based approach to flexibly access information on sensor
networks [35], [36]. Although not focusing on specific tuple
structures, such proposals are of interest in that they consider
the possibility of providing application-specific views in ac-
cessing sensor data. The idea is to have services dynamically
inject code into the sensors for aggregating/elaborating data
within the sensor network and, eventually, enabling services to
directly access aggregated data according to their own specific
needs. All of these systems have commonalities with the ideas
presented in our KN framework, which however strives for
more generality. Therefore, while existing approaches focus on
sensor networks or user-centric contextual information, KNs
appear as a more general-purpose model, suited for diverse
devices and scenarios.
A proposal sharing a number of goals with the KN proposal
is the “knowledge plane” approach [14]. Here, the idea is to
couple the service layer with a (heavyweight) control plane
where both tools for the analysis of situational knowledge
and sophisticated logic of application control and management
are embedded. On the contrary, KNs have the goal of being
lightweight, embedding the logics related to information man-
agement and only relatively simple logics for their internal
unsupervised maintenance. That is, for KNs to be effectively
usable, they must rely on simple self-organization algorithms
for knowledge management and on simple self-management
mechanisms to adapt their internal behavior accordingly.
B. Pattern and Situation Discovery
The development of algorithms that are able to process large
bodies of data and that are able to extract from them mean-
ingful knowledge is at the core of data mining and knowledge
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discovery research. However, most data mining research fo-
cuses on centralized architectures that do not fit our vision, and
a few have been focused on distributed network architectures.
Recently, however, data mining approaches have been pro-
posed to analyze large amounts of contextual data and infer
hidden linkages, correlations, rules, and constraints in such data
[3], [21], [42]. In general, all the mechanisms proposed in this
field (and in the wider data mining area) can be potentially
employed within the KN layer to extract knowledge from the
raw data collected by sensing devices.
Sensor networks offer unique challenges and opportunities
for distributed data mining, given the potentially large amount
of sensors in a network and the consequently large amount of
data to be analyzed. Some approaches [9], [33] focus on mining
sensed data for prediction purpose. The authors in [9] propose a
framework for data mining upon sensor network for supervised
learning (prediction, classification, etc.) based on distributed
sensor clustering and aggregation. Similarly, the authors in [33]
propose a framework for prediction based on the flow of local
predictors through the network. Other approaches [22], [30] fo-
cus on the general problem of identification of pattern by using
a distributed AI algorithm. Whatever the case is, all of these
approaches do the following: 1) uphold the need for data mining
to analyze the vast amount of data in pervasive computing appli-
cation and 2) show that decentralized approaches are effective
and operable in distributed network with several nodes. Clearly,
such approaches are relevant also to the KN domain and could
be well integrated in the structures of our framework.
Another trend of research in applying distributed data mining
to pervasive computing scenarios consists of analyzing data
coming from wearable sensors to infer and predict user’s
behavior and social interactions. The work presented in [23]
applies data mining techniques to automatically identify social
structures among a group of people by making use of radio-
based proximity sensors. A similar proposal can be found in
[40], where the use of microphones and IR badges is proposed
to measure who is talking with whom and to derive social
networks and other context information by mining such infor-
mation. Similarly, the work on “familiar strangers” [39] records
and mines Bluetooth encounters to identify those people and
places that are familiar to us. All of these algorithms could be
implemented within the KNs and could complement the exist-
ing self-organizing mechanisms for data analysis. For example,
they would be extremely useful in the proposed case study
application, where advertisements could be delivered also on
the basis of the inferred social relationships of the user.
VIII. OPEN ISSUES AND RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Despite our success so far in the design and implementation of
the KN toolkit and of related algorithms for knowledge manage-
ment, several open issues remain, calling for further research.
As we have already discussed, applications and services need
to take advantage of a knowledge organization along various
dimensions other than semantic and spatial (which we have al-
ready somewhat explored), e.g., along the temporal dimension;
along any combination of semantic, temporal, and spatial orga-
nization; and along additional application-specific dimensions.
From the temporal viewpoint, the basic idea is that the
analysis (both spatial and semantic) of contextual information
about the past can be used to infer information about the
future. For instance, the analysis of the fact that a visitor at the
exhibition has already visited specific sections of an exhibition
can be used not only to increase the accuracy of its profile but
also to reasonably predict what sections/events in the exhibition
he is most likely to visit next. Accordingly, one can tune the
information displayed on the screens close to her/him. Such
predictive knowledge mechanisms—to be grounded on a large
body of existing research work on predictive technologies [38]
will soon be included in the scope of this research.
Concerning the building and instantiation of application-
specific views, the toolkit already provides the possibility of
doing that. What is missing is a clear understanding of how we
can build application-specific views not simply as additional
stand-alone components having direct access to knowledge
atoms only, but rather as well-integrated components that can
take advantage of all the other components and that can enable
a multilevel perspective on the available knowledge. With this
regard, an interesting open issue relates to the possibility of
building semantically enriched knowledge views other than
organizing knowledge based on its raw semantic description.
It is also possible to concurrently analyze spatial and tempo-
ral relations, discover and enact relations among apparently
uncorrelated knowledge atoms, and, eventually, generate new
knowledge about facts and situations. With reference to the
application example, one can consider analyzing the activities
of a visitor to discover more information than those available
in his/her personal profile. For instance, by relating the fact that
a user has walked very slowly, has been to the pharmacy, and
has been to the doctor several times, one can detect that he is an
elderly person. Similarly, by analyzing the patterns of social re-
lations of a visitor (e.g., by regarding the Bluetooth connections
of its PDA), one can understand whether this person is accom-
panied by children or by friends. Such newly generated knowl-
edge can then be used to tune the advertisements displayed
in his presence accordingly.
To fulfill the aforementioned vision, mechanisms that are
used to manage the knowledge lifecycle have to be developed.
It is clear that the amount of information that is relevant for situ-
ational knowledge will be rather large, unstructured, unrelated,
and possibly redundant. This calls for advanced knowledge
lifecycle mechanisms, dealing with the key issue of evaluating
how long the information should be held and how much of its
history should be stored for future use and/or for predictive
features. In other words, it is important to develop mechanisms
that allow the system to “forget” obsolete information.
As far as knowledge consistency verification is concerned,
we intend to address information reliability and accuracy
analysis in large-scale KNs by extending the context verifi-
cation mechanism that we have developed so far to multiple
abstraction levels of contextual information and by studying
how verification accuracy can be influenced by the hierarchical
application of context verification algorithms. In hierarchical
context verification, the mechanism is first applied to the top-
most level of abstraction. Context verification is subsequently
applied to the lower level if, and only if, any inconsistency
can be detected. In the case study, we introduce a situation in
which the age of a person has to be detected from his activities.
The higher level concept is that of “elderly,” while the lower-
level concepts consist of all the facts that led to the inference.
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Propagating context verification from higher to lower context
abstraction levels may allow the reduction of the computational
complexity because not all related data have to be analyzed at
any given time.
Considering the distributed aspect of KNs and although
considering that the KN toolkit already supports distribution
of its components, the issue of what strategies and approaches
to use for, for example, more flexible distribution, advanced
caching, replicating, and the re-location of knowledge atoms
and knowledge containers is yet to be investigated in more
detail. We plan to borrow from the lessons of P2P approaches
to manage advanced distribution issues [2] and to experiment
with biologically inspired distribution strategies to provide for
better self-adaptation and self-organization [34].
Finally, from the viewpoint of security, a key problem is to
understand how, and to what extent, services are allowed to
access information in KNs and to decide when access should
be denied. In particular, based on the fact that specific ser-
vices may require the construction of specific KNs and the
access to specific views on knowledge, one must provide the
possibility for services to access the internal mechanisms of
KNs for reconfiguration and dynamic instantiation of specific
algorithms from within. Despite the fact that we are aware of
these issues, how this can be enforced, with what APIs and
security strategies, is still to be fully explored [31].
IX. CONCLUSION
The increasing deployment of pervasive computing technolo-
gies such as sensors, tags, location systems, and user profilers
will soon form the basis of a globally shared and distributed
infrastructure, producing huge amounts of contextual informa-
tion for the use of general-purpose pervasive services. However,
this also introduces the need for novel models and tools to
properly prune, organize, and aggregate this growing amount
of distributed information, so as to facilitate the successful
exploitation thereof by pervasive services.
In this context, self-organizing KNs promise to become a
very useful tool. By taking care of managing an increasing
amount of contextual information in a fully self-organizing and
self-managing way, KNs induce a separation of concerns that
facilitates the development of pervasive services and that, at the
same time, enables them to reach higher degrees of contextual
and situational awareness.
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